Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Dhanalakshmi Engineering College.

Dr. V. P. R Nagar, Off. Tambaram Sriperumbudur Road (via Manimangalam), Manimangalam Post, Chennai - 601301, Tamil Nadu.

Direction from Tambaram Railway Station to Dhanalakshmi College of Engineering

- Head north on Railway Station Road towards Grand Southern Trunk Rd—37 m
- Continue onto Sanatorium ROB 500m. At Sanatorium Auto Stand, Continue onto station Rd 22m
- Turn left onto Sanatorium Rd Pass by All Baraq Restaurants, Indian Bank ATM (on the left)-24m. At the roundabout, take the 2nd exit onto Tambaram-Mudichur-Sriperumbudur Rd/SH 110 Pass by . Indian Oil Fuel Station (on the left in 1.5 km). Turn right to stay on Tambaram-Mudichur-Sriperumbudur Rd/SH 110 Pass by Lucky Bazaar (on the left). Turn Right 200m
- Turn Right Destination will be on the right 1.5Km
- Avoid / check before using the route Via kishkant road to reach Dhanalakshmi College of Engineering